Immune phenotype heterogeneity in AML.
Blood cells from 46 patients with acute myeloid leukaemia were studied for expression of various surface markers, defined by a panel of 12 monoclonal antibodies and the expression of Fc gamma receptors. Corresponding studies were done on normal bone marrow cells. Antibodies which bound to leukaemic cells in high frequencies were those which most frequently also bound to normal bone marrow cells. Immunophenotypic analysis revealed a marked antigenic heterogeneity in AML, also evident within single FAB subclasses. However, leukaemic cells of FAB subclass M1 significantly more often expressed HLA class I antigen than those of FAB subclass M5a, whereas Fc gamma receptors which were expressed only on a few cells in M5a, were increasingly frequent on leukaemic cells of M1-M2, M4, and M5b leukaemias. The frequency of cells reacting with the monoclonal antibody T50/12,11,2 was related to the complete remission rate of the patients. Patients with high frequencies of cells reacting with this antibody had a better complete remission rate than patients with fewer cells binding to this antibody. The immunophenotypic heterogeneity an AML may reflect a great biological variability of this disease. This variability may be of importance for the classification and treatment of AML.